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. FROM PERTIITTTE PUFFERS the
V size of garbanzo beans to diminu-
tive drums sieaming outlandish fins, what
diver isn't charmed by cute, l i tt le juvenile
reef f ishes? The problem, and perhaps some
of the pleasure, comes from the difficulty in
finding them. Because of their vulnerabll ity
to predation, most stay close to a favorite
hiding hole until, one day, sufficient growth
triggers an itch to investigate a wider world.

In the Indo-Pacific, the pelagic larvae of
a rather drab deep-water species, known as
the emperor snapper, settle in coastal shal-

Iows where they take up residence within
sea urchins. And, not just any old urchin-
the little snappers associate exclusively
with radiant urchins, a colorful echinoderm
that regularly gathers in clusters on the
open seafloor. Only an inch or so in length,
the juvenile fishes cower within their im-
penetrable nests of spines.

We were in the right place at the right
time for some entertaining snapper-watch-
ing last spring off the village of Makawide,
on the shores of Lembeh Strait in Indone-
sia, where 25 or more 3-inch adolescents

were mustering the courage to venture
away from their security blanket of spines.
The iittle confederation would blaze off from
their prickly refuge with great bravado, only
to bolt back en masse at the first inkling of
peri1. Within minutes, the rolling cloud of
fish was out and about once again, scaveng-
ing bits from the bottom as they went.

Although startled by every passing shad-
ow, the fish seemed little concerned by our
presence. In fact, they quickly associated us
with an easy meal, heading our way when-
ever we kicked up the sand. Anna soon had
the band following azigzagpath she traced
in the bottom with her hand.

With each passing day, it would take us
ionger to locate the fish, which had by then
broken into smaller bands that roamed far-
ther and farther from home. By week's end,
our beloved youngsters were nowhere to be
found. Hopefully, all were well and safely
headed for deeper water outside the Strait.
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SEE THESE YOUNCSTERS LEAVE THE NEST WITH
ANNA DELOACH'S VIDEO ON SCUBA DIVINC TV AT
SCUBADIVII{G.COM. CLICK ON PHOTO/VIDEO AND
THEN THE DELOACHES' ENCOUNTERS.
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